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Extraordinarily nuanced and poignant, American Pastoral is the first in an eloquent trilogy of post-war American novels that still resonates today._________________PRAISE FOR AMERICAN PASTORAL:'Angry, grieving, witty, acute' Sunday Times'A profound and personal meditation on the changes in the American psyche over the last fifty years'
Financial Times'A momentous novel' Observer'Utterly tragic and compelling' Tatler Read more Imprint: Vintage Classics Published: 01/08/2019 ISBN: 9781784875541 Length: 448 Pages Dimensions: 198mm x 27mm x 129mm Weight: 355g RRP: £9.99 American Pastoralby Philip RothSometimes even familiar writers can surprise you. What does it
reveal?6. There could hardly be two more different personality types than the Swede and his brother, Jerry. Why does the Swede refuse Jerry’s offer to come get Merry himself?14. What emotional purpose did Merry’s stuttering serve, and why was she able to leave the handicap behind her when she left home?13. The Swede believes that the political
radicalism professed by Merry and Rita Cohen is nothing but "angry, infantile egoism thinly disguised as identification with the oppressed" [p. A legendary high school athlete, the diligent and successful inheritor of his father’s glove factory, the proprietor of an eighteenth-century stone house in the heart of WASP country, the devoted husband of a
beautiful and intelligent wife, and the father of a charming daughter, the Swede appears to have fulfilled the ambitions of generations of struggling forebears. Why does Merry, when she becomes a Jain, choose to settle in the neighborhood of her father’s factory in Newark?15. It is a book about America: about loving and hating it, about wanting to
belong and refusing to belong. Why have the two of them chosen such different paths?4. Does Lou Levov appear to be a benign or a negative influence on his sons’ lives? Is Jerry right? About this Author In the 1990s Philip Roth won America’s four major literary awards in succession: the National Book Critics Circle Award for Patrimony (1991), the
PEN/Faulkner Award for Operation Shylock (1993), the National Book Award for Sabbath’s Theater (1995), and the Pulitzer Prize in fiction for American Pastoral (1997). 83]. Smith Award for the Best Book of the Year. Do you believe Merry when she says that she doesn’t know Rita Cohen? Roth adroitly mixes historical events into his story, and
though he has often found a way to infuse his narratives with the resonance of period news items, he outdoes himself in this instance. Describing his brother, Jerry says, "In one way he could be conceived as completely banal and conventional. How, if at all, has he contributed in making the Swede what he is?5. He glides through life cocooned by his
devoted family, lucrative business, sporting prowess and good looks. Who would have predicted that Truman Capote, by then a quasi-comic presence on TV talk shows, would deliver such a poised and controlled masterpiece as In Cold Blood? Why might they be presented through a Kennedy-like figure?18. Does the story imply that such a life, such a
reinvention of the self, is ultimately impossible?3. When the Swede calls Jerry to ask for his advice, he is treated to a diatribe. It is not until he runs into the Swede’s younger brother at a 45th year high school reunion that Zuckerman begins to understand the story behind the story. How do they illuminate the story?9. Seymour "Swede" Levov comes of
age just after World War II, in a thriving and triumphant America. What do Jerry’s positive traits tell us about the Swede’s negative ones? The Swede planned his life to be picture perfect, and he lived that life until it turned dark and violent. "His great looks, his larger-than-lifeness, his glory, our sense of his having been exempted from all self-doubt
by his heroic role–that all these manly properties had precipitated a political murder made me think of the compelling story…of Kennedy" [p. by « previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 next » The questions, discussion topics, and author biography that follow are intended to enhance your group’s reading of Philip Roth’s American Pastoral. .Most people sizing up
Mr. Roth’s oeuvre atthe time of his 40th birthday (back in 1973)would probably have pigeonholed him as aliterary representative of the sexualrevolution or perhaps as a connoisseur oftaboo and quasi-neurotic strains in American life. And his best known and biggest-selling book, Portnoy’s Complaint, did for onanism what Mario Puzo (author of the
second best selling novel of 1969 behind Roth’s work) did for gangster stories.Portnoy’s Complaint was banned in Australia and morphed into a punchline for jokes. Later the Swede fears that this moment precipitated the infinite anger of her teenage years. What is the effect of being told the story through Zuckerman? We hope they will open up new
approaches to this explosive and viscerally moving novel by one of the most esteemed American writers of the twentieth century. Levov was a boyhood hero of Zuckerman’s, a role model due to his smooth navigation through almost every arena for male competitiveness, from the sports field to the business world. American Pastoral is a wrenching and
cathartic piece of work. Learn More About American Pastoral Previously he won the National Book Critics Circle Award for The Counterlife (1986) and the National Book Award for his first book, Goodbye, Columbus (1959). "You’re acceding to her the way you acceded to your father, the way you have acceded to everything in your life" [p. 91]. What
effect do all the details about the glove trade have upon the narrative? Until one sunny day in 1968, when Swede's daughter, Merry, commits an outlandishly savage act of political terrorism and the Levov family is plunged into mayhem. What effect did the experience of watching, as a child, the self-immolation of the Buddhist monks have upon
Merry? Did it affect what happened to her later?8. Is the answer as simple as that? In what ways do American Pastoral’s political metaphors reflect the story of mid-century America? What are her feelings for her parents? "What’s the matter with you?" Jerry asks. His protagonist here is the exact opposite of what we have come to expect in our Roth
heroes. But his carefully constructed life begins to collapse as he and America face the challenges of the turbulent sixties, and he sees his adored daughter, Merry turn, first into a rebellious adolescent and then into a revolutionary terrorist. Are we led to believe aspects of the story are a projection of Zuckerman’s fantasies about a character who
caught his imagination?2. And is she telling the truth when she claims she is glad that she didn’t become Miss America?16. In 2000 he published The Human Stain, concluding a trilogy that depicts the ideological ethos of postwar America. If she is telling the truth, who might Rita Cohen be? Levov needs to deal with an unfaithful wife, his precarious
health, race riots that impact his glove factory, and—most horrifically—a reunion with his daughter that only serves to plunge him more deeply into panic and confusion.This is a brilliant novel on a grand scale. How genuine is Merry’s identification with the oppressed? 65]. How are the two connected?12. Was his life the essential American Dream, or
was it a nightmare rather than a pastoral? 85]. Does Dawn, in reinventing herself after Merry’s disappearance, seem ruthless to you, or do you sympathize with her struggle for personal survival? The Swede tries very hard to form himself as this ideal person. He won the Ambassador Book Award of the English-Speaking Union for I Married a
Communist (1998); in the same year he received the National Medal of Arts at the White House. Masin, who attended Weequahic High School almost a decade before Roth, was New Jersey shot put champion, captain of his college soccer team, and selected as the best basketball player in the state. When Dick Cavett quipped that one of his male
guests needed to cancel his appearance on his show because “he was suffering from Portnoy’s complaint,” the network censors cut the witticism from the broadcast. He comes to learn how the man who apparently “had it all” became a tragic victim of circumstances beyond his control, facing challenges that no amount of on-court footwork or off-court
self-discipline would overcome.Much of the unsettling quality of this book derives from the mismatch between Zuckerman’s entrenched image of the Swede, and the realities of Levov’s life. An absence of negative values and nothing more. Imprint: Vintage Classics Published: 01/08/2019 ISBN: 9781784875541 Length: 448 Pages Dimensions: 198mm
x 27mm x 129mm Weight: 355g RRP: £9.99 'A tragedy of classical proportions...a magnificent novel' The TimesDiscover the Pulitzer-prize winning novel that confirmed Philip Roth as one of the greatest American writers.'Swede' Levov is living the American dream. Are her political arguments convincing?7. What is her function within the story?10.
Merry’s stuttering began to disappear when she worked with dynamite. But Roth tightens his noose even more. ''Never more mistaken about anyone in my life.'' Few novels are more acute in revealing our propensity for seeing what we want to see, and how reluctantly we recalibrate our vision in the face of new learnings. Other novelists may
celebrate the American dream or dismiss it a ruse, but Roth avoids both extremes in a nuanced work that deconstructs our ideals and exposes their vulnerabilities, while still keeping them intact. The passionate kiss that the Swede gave Merry when she was eleven was a once-in-a-lifetime transgression. In 2001 he received the highest award of the
American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Gold Medal in Fiction, given every six years “for the entire work of the recipient.” In 2005 The Plot Against America received the Society of American Historians Award for “the outstanding historical novel on an American theme for 2003—2004.” In 2007 Roth received the PEN/Faulkner Award for Everyman.
She is linked to a bombing at a post office that kills an innocent bystander, and goes underground to avoid arrest.Levov’s attempts to find his daughter leave him exposed to manipulation and exploitation. What are Merry’s feelings for America? He is married to a former Miss New Jersey, operates a successful business, and comes across as a bastion
of propriety and stability—almost a poster boy for happy and uncomplicated Jewish assimilation into the mainstream of American life.The book is narrated by Roth’s most famous character outside of Alexander Portnoy, Nathan Zuckerman, a writer and fictional alter ego for Philip Roth. Levov watches on hopelessly as his daughter Merry moves from a
philosophical opposition to the Vietnam War into more and more volatile reactions. ''I was wrong,'' Zuckerman announces at one point. The Swede" had learned the worst lesson that life can teach–that it makes no sense." What leads him to this conclusion? Who wouldhave guessed that J.D. Salinger would live tothe ripe age of 90, but stop publishing
for thelast 45 of those years?And then there is the case of Philip Roth . Is this how you see Swede Levov by the end of the novel? 273]. Did his life in fact make no sense? In a memorable bon mot, Jacqueline Susann noted her interest in meeting Roth, but added: “I wouldn’t want to shake his hand.”Yet by the time we get to American Pastoral (1997), a
different side of Roth has apparently emerged. Seymour “Swede” Levov is a high school sports legend who has grown up to embody almost every aspect of the American dream. H. Zuckerman is intensely curious about Levov, and wants to find out what this type of triumphant pastoral life is really like.Zuckerman is given only a few firsthand glimpses
behind Levov’s smooth façade—and these encounters tell him little. For The Human Stain Roth received his second PEN/Faulkner Award as well as Britain’s W. He is the embodiment of thriving, post-war America, land of liberty and hope. And if this doesn’t add up to the The Great American Novel (which is coincidentally is the name of the book Roth
wrote the year he turned forty), it gets pretty darn close. Should the Swede force Merry to come home? You can marvel here at the most delicate effects—Levov’s visitor tour of his glove factory could almost serve as a case study in how a great novelist handles the smallest details with loving precision—but it is the big picture vision that you will
remember long after you have finished this panoramic book. In this regard, American Pastoral joins those exquisite fictions of the past—Emma, Bouvard et Pécuchet and The Golden Bowl come to mind—that force us into painful examination of our stubborn insistence on deceiving ourselves.Seymour (the Swede) Masin, the prototype for Swede Levov
in American Pastoral, was still alive when Roth’s novel was published (although he subsequently died in 2005). How does Roth illustrate this thought? Is this conclusion erroneous? Bred to be dumb, built for convention, and so on" [p. Does he depart from banality and convention?17. Who would have believed that Ken Kesey would take a long enough
break from hallucinogenic drugs and Merry Prankster-dom to write One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and Sometimes a Great Notion? As Swede Levov watches in bewilderment everything he treasures, everything so industriously created by his family over the course of three generations, is blown up by an angry girl’s bomb. "Never in his entire life,
not as a son, a husband, a father, even as an employer, had he given way to anything so alien to the emotional rules by which he was governed" [p. Mr. Roth had just published The Breast, sort of a genitalia-ized alternative to Kafka’s The Metamorphosis, in which his protagonist turns into a large mammary gland. When she tells Bill Orcutt that she
always hated the Old Rimrock house, is she telling the truth? In time, she embraces violence as a means of countering violence. . Zuckerman sees the Swede’s life as an illustration of the Jewish "desire to go the limit in America with your rights, forming yourself as an ideal person who gets rid of the traditional Jewish habits and attitudes, who frees
himself of the pre-America insecurities and the old, constraining obsessions so as to live unapologetically as an equal among equals" [p. 1. This once confident man, a walking and talking exponent of the American Dream, is now enmeshed in the worst aspects of the American nightmare of the turbulent 1960s. Does her reaction seem unusual to you?
What comment does the novel’s title make upon the story it tells?11. 134]. Masin himself noted both the uncharacteristic aspect of this Roth protagonist, as well as its vivid realism: “Roth portrayed me as a decent, good guy, which I think is unusual for him to do.” Masin’s life evolved differently than Levov, but the real-world Swede adds: "It's
amazing, but almost everything in the book I would have done if I'd been in those situations."The fictional Swede Levov, as it turns out, will find his pastoral enjoyment of the American dream rudely interrupted by both political and personal events.
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